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Abstract—This paper proposes a new techno-economic framework for the optimisation of Microgrid (MG) operation considering energy and reserve services, as well as a novel distribution network reliability service. The price signals required to incentivise reliability services are formulated based on the potential of MGs to improve reliability levels. This potential is quantified based on sequential Monte Carlo simulations and economic values assigned to reliability according to existing UK regulation. The results, based on pragmatic MG data and a real distribution network, highlight strong synergies between reliability services, and energy and reserve services. These synergies allow MGs to provide distribution network reliability support without significantly changing their normal behaviour or compromising their capabilities to provide other services.

Index Terms—Distribution networks, Microgrid, Monte Carlo simulation, Multiple services, Transactive energy.

NOMENCLATURE

Indices
b  index of buildings, 1 to ℵ
i  index of settlement periods, 1 to ℵ
s  index of scenarios, 1 to ℵ

Parameters
M  arbitrarily large number

Resource
כס  battery energy min/max (kWh)
כס  battery power (min) (kW)
כס  battery power (max) (kW)
Dani  Battery round-trip efficiency

Demand/generation
כס  electricity load (kWh)
כס  solar electricity generation (kWh)

Price profiles and parameters
כס  day-ahead electricity price (£/kWh)
כס  imbalance electricity import price (£/kWh)
כס  imbalance electricity export price (£/kWh)
כס  reserve availability price (£/kWh/h)
כס  reliability service price (£/kWh/h)
Dani  reliability service indicator (binary)

Variables
כס  battery energy (kWh)
כס  battery export/import power (kW)
כס  binary variables (binary)
כס  reserve (kW)
כס  reliability service capacity (kW)
כס  microgrid reserve (kW)
כס  market energy import/export (kWh)
כס  imbalance energy import/export (kWh)

Terms
כס  max length of reserve call (h)
כס  max length of reliability event (h)
Dani  reserve window indicator (binary)
כס  length of time step (h)

I. INTRODUCTION

The constant modernisation of the energy networks and the integration of distributed energy resources, such as Battery Energy Storage (BES) and solar Photovoltaic (PV) panels, are providing new opportunities for active demand side participation on the operation of energy systems [1]. As a result, new concepts such as Microgrids (MGs) are emerging as a means to coordinate the use of smart technologies and distributed energy resources to provide a wide range of services throughout the value chain during normal and emergency conditions. For example, MGs can use their resources to trade energy and reserve services in different energy markets during normal conditions [2]. Similarly, during emergency conditions when a section of the distribution network is disconnected due to a contingency, MGs can operate as islands to supply internal end-users. In addition, subject to the availability of relevant commercial agreements, distribution network automation technologies and spare generation capacity, the MGs could provide reliability services by reconnecting to the network and restore supply to external end-users in the vicinity [3].

The attractiveness of different services provided by smart community-level systems such as MGs has been explored in literature from technical and network level perspectives [1], [3]–[5]. The capability of MGs to increase the reliability levels
experienced by end-users within the MGs has been widely explored in literature [6], [7]. In addition, research has emerged on the technical feasibility of MG applications to improve the reliability of the wider distribution network [7]. These studies explore the potential of network segmentation [8], [9] and MG collaborative behaviour [10], [11] to maintain end-user supply or expedite end-user restoration after contingencies occur (or extreme weather events in a resilience context). These works highlight the attractiveness of reliability services for the network; however, it is still unclear if there is a business case for MGs to pursue these services, particularly as the relevant flexibility and energy resources could be used to pursue other services (e.g., energy arbitrage, market balancing, etc.) [12]. To understand the viability of providing a reliability services whilst also taking part in other markets, the value of the reliability service must be quantified, transformed into a price signal, and considered in an optimisation with other relevant price signals, following transactive energy principles [13]. This exercise will reveal the value of the reliability service for the MG, and the conflicts or synergies between services.

To this end, this paper proposes a new techno-economic framework for the optimisation of MG operation in light of different services, including distribution network reliability support. The main contribution of this work is the consideration of a reliability services, using the value of MG export capability to define a reliability service price (£/kW_export capability), which can motivate MG BES to position itself to maximise revenue from this service. This means maintaining footroom to ensure electricity supply to the MG during a reliability event. This behaviour is similar to the behaviour motivated by provision of a low frequency reserve service [14]. However, for the reliability service the resource is the MG maximum available electricity export which can be maintained over the maximum reliability event, whereas for the reserve service it is the maximum MG electricity consumption reduction (compared to the scheduled operation) that can be maintained over the maximum reserve call duration. More detail is given in the problem formulation below. The formulation is demonstrated on a MG made up of 50 residential buildings, with PV and BES.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This section presents a new techno-economic MG operation model, which has been built by extending mathematical programming MG/district operation models [14], [15] to also consider reliability services provided by MGs [4]. More specifically, the operation model identifies the optimal behaviour of the MG, including spare capacity that can be used to provide reliability services at different times (e.g., every half an hour period during representative days in each season). The impacts on the distribution network's reliability levels are then estimated based on sequential Monte Carlo simulations, and dynamic reliability prices are produced. The price signals are used to inform the operation model, which may recommend changing the operation of the MG to maximise benefits from reliability services. Further details on the reliability assessment and operation models are presented below.

A. Reliability assessment

MG can offer attractive reliability services to internal end-user and, subject to sufficient spare capacity, also to external end-users connected in the vicinity of the MG. The reliability levels experienced by internal end-users is based on the probability of the MG to successfully transition into an island and possess enough generation capacity to meet internal demand [8]. As MGs may be oversized for economic reasons [16], there is high potential for MGs to provide reliability support to the distribution networks. However, understanding the relevant reliability implications is not trivial, and requires explicit modelling of network operations when facing contingencies (see Figure 1), as well as the required operation of MGs to provide reliability support during those conditions.

1) Distribution network operation practices

Based on current UK practices, under normal operation conditions, groups of two or more high voltage distribution feeders (i.e., 6.6kV or 11kV) are configured as open rings that are interconnected through Normally Open Points (NOPs) as shown in Figure 1A. If a contingency occurs, the protections devices generally isolate the contingency within 3 minutes (see Figure 1B). This may allow automatic reconnection of some end-users (i.e., E1) while other are isolated alongside the contingency (i.e., E2) or islanded from the network (i.e., E3 and the MG). Due to the open ring configuration, it is possible to (manually) operate the NOP to restore additional customers (i.e., E3 and the MG), which takes roughly an hour, whereas a crew would be sent to restore service to the rest of the end-users (i.e., E2), which takes roughly 5 hours. At this stage, the fault would be manually isolated, and the affected customers would be resupplied by connecting them to the network (see Figure 1C) or to a mobile generator.

2) MG reliability services

Assuming that the proper agreements and automation infrastructure are in place, MGs could be in a position to provide reliability services by using their spare generation capacity to expedite customer restoration. As shown in Figure 2, the potential of MGs to provide reliability services is influenced by both the location of the contingency and the
conditions of the network (e.g., contingency or emergency). That is, MG can provide short-term (for roughly an hour) reliability services for end-users that were disconnected from their feeder, but have access to other feeders through the NOP (see Figure 2A). In addition, more demanding reliability services where the MG would have to supply external end-users for several hours (while mobile generators are installed or the fault is cleared) would be required for end-users that become islanded from all feeders (see Figure 2B).

3) Reliability indices and prices

Based on existing UK regulations, distribution network reliability is evaluated in terms of Customer Interruptions (CI) and Customer Minutes Lost (CML) for events lasting more than three minutes (i.e., shorter interruptions are neglected) [17]. In light of this, sequential Monte Carlo simulations are used to simulate annual CI and CML under baseline conditions where the MG either does not provide reliability support (i.e., Baseline) or provides the service as recommended by the operation model (the model is presented in the next section).

The simulation is based on random location of contingencies throughout time based on the failure rates of the system, demand profiles and the expected operation of the network during contingency and emergency conditions. The expected reliability benefits introduced by the MG are then calculated based on the CI and CML estimated with and without consideration of MG support. These reliability improvements change through time due to the natural variations of the demand profile and the MG resources available to provide reliability services. Accordingly, dynamic reliability prices can be produced by combining these variable CI and CML signals with the economic value assigned to reliability (e.g., taken from existing UK regulation).

B. Techno-economic operation MG model

The techno-economic model presented here has been formulated to optimise the operation of MG in light of different services. More specifically, the model optimises the use of BES (also considering PV generation) to maximise economic benefits associated with importing electricity from the market, and selling reserve and reliability services.

1) Objective function

MGs, as considered in this work, aim to minimise costs for internal end-users by optimising their energy trades and provision of services. For this purpose, as denoted by (1), MGs buy and sell electricity at import/export prices in the electricity market \( \lambda_{S,i}^{+}, \lambda_{S,i}^{-} \) and through the imbalance and settlement process \( \mu_{S,i}^{+}, \mu_{S,i}^{-} \). MG reserve is remunerated according to the availability price \( \pi_{i} \) whilst MG reliability capacity \( \text{Rel}(m)_{s,i} \) is remunerated (if the service is active, indicated by the binary parameter \( \phi \)) according to the reliability price \( \beta_{s,i} \).

\[
\text{Min} \left\{ \sum_{s=1}^{N_s} \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} \left[ p_{S,i} \lambda_{S,i}^{+} M_{s,i}^{+} - \lambda_{S,i}^{-} M_{s,i}^{-} + \mu_{S,i}^{+} l_{s,i}^{+} - \mu_{S,i}^{-} l_{s,i}^{-} - \omega_{i} \pi_{i} R(m)^{res} t - \phi \beta_{s,i} \text{Rel}(m)_{s,i} t \right] \right\}
\]  

2) Battery Energy Storage

BES energy level and charge/discharge constraints are set by (2)-(4). Constraints (5)-(6) ensure the battery does not charge and discharge at the same time, while (7) forces energy levels to be the same at the initial and last time-steps.

\[
\begin{align*}
B_{s,i} &= B_{s,i}^{max} \\
p^{BES}_{s,i} &= p^{BES+}_{s,i} + p^{BES-}_{s,i} \\
p^{BES}_{s,i} &= M^{BES}_{s,i} \\
p^{BES}_{s,i} &= M^{BES}_{s,i} \\
B_{s,i} &= B_{s,i}^{max} \\
s_{i} &= 1, 2, \ldots, N_{i} \\
i &= 1, 2, \ldots, N_{i} \\
\end{align*}
\]

It is worth noting that energy stored in the BES is a function of the previous energy level and the charging and discharging power, the latter adjusted to factor in the battery round-trip efficiency (8).

\[
B_{s,i+1} = B_{s,i} + \left( p^{BES+}_{s,i} - p^{BES-}_{s,i} / \phi \right) t \\
\forall s \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N_s \}, t \in \{0, N_t \}
\]

3) Reserve and reliability services

Reserve is modelled using the approach detailed in [14]. That is, reserve availability is limited by the maximum discharging power adjusted for the scheduled battery import and export, and the total energy in the battery, as denoted by (9) and (10), respectively.

\[
\begin{align*}
0 &\leq R^{res}_{s,i} \leq p^{BESmax}_{s,i} - p^{BES+}_{s,i} + p^{BES-}_{s,i} \\
R^{res}_{s,i} &\leq B_{s,i} / R_{call}^{max} \\
\forall s \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N_s \}, t \in \{0, N_t \}
\end{align*}
\]

The consideration of reliability services, which is a particular contribution of the presented formulation, is modelled with (11) and (12). The former limits the reliability capacity from the BES by the maximum export power, while the latter limits the reliability capacity available from the BES by the electricity stored.

\[
\begin{align*}
0 &\leq \text{Rel}_{s,i} \leq p^{BESmax}_{s,i} \\
\text{Rel}_{s,i} &\leq B_{s,i} \text{Relcall}^{max} \\
\forall s \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N_s \}, t \in \{0, N_t \}
\end{align*}
\]

4) Energy, reserve and reliability balance

Energy consumption and generation at the locations within the MG must be aggregated and equated with the market.
energy purchases/sales. Equation (13) and (14) balance MG electricity production and consumption with market purchases and sales (\(M_{s,i}^{+}, M_{s,i}^{-}\)), also considering purchases and sales in the imbalance settlement process (\(I_{s,i}^{-}\), \(I_{s,i}^{+}\)).

\[
M_{s,i}^{+} - M_{s,i}^{-} + I_{s,i}^{+} - I_{s,i}^{-} = P_{s,i}^{BUS} + \sum_{b=1}^{N_b} P_{s,i,b}^{load} - P_{s,i}^{BES} - E_{s,i}^{solar} + \sum_{b=1}^{N_b} E_{s,i,b}^{load} \quad \forall s \in [1:N_s]; i \in [0:N_i] \quad (13)
\]

\[
M_{s,i}^{+}, M_{s,i}^{-}, I_{s,i}^{+}, I_{s,i}^{-} \geq 0 \quad \forall s \in [1:N_s]; i \in [0:N_i] \quad (14)
\]

Reserve balance is modelled based on UK practices for the STOR product [18]. That is, committed reserve must be the same across all windows. Equation (15) ensures this, whilst allowing for reserve to vary by scenario and time-step. This is beneficial for uncertain and diverse resources.

\[
\omega_I R(m)^{RES} = \omega_I R(m)^{RES} \quad \forall s \in [1:N_s]; i \in [0:N_i] \quad (15)
\]

BES reliability capacity and the MG electricity load is used to calculate the reliability service capacity (MG electricity load must be served first and hence reduces the reliability service capacity) (16). The form of (16), with a dummy variable (\(Rel(m)_{s,i}^{D}\)) allows the problem to remain viable even though electricity load exceeds BES reliability capacity. 

\[
Rel(m)_{s,i} - Rel(m)_{s,i}^{D} = \sum_{s=1}^{N_s} E_{s,i}^{BES} + E_{s,i}^{solar} \quad \forall s \in [1:N_s]; i \in [0:N_i] \quad (16)
\]

\[
Rel(m)_{s,i} - \sum_{b=1}^{N_b} E_{s,i,b}^{load} + E_{s,i}^{solar} \quad t \quad \forall s \in [1:N_s]; i \in [0:N_i] \quad (17)
\]

\[
Rel(m)_{s,i} \leq M y_{s,i} \quad \forall s \in [1:N_s]; i \in [0:N_i] \quad (18)
\]

III. CASE STUDY

The proposed methodology is demonstrated through application to a MG that has been sized to supply fifty semi-detached houses and is connected to a real UK distribution network, namely the Holme Road network (see Figure 3). The Holme Road network is an 11kV distribution network located in Preston and supplying 3700 customers (mostly residential and commercial). The network is currently N-1 secure in light of dynamic rating criteria. That is, even if any single network segment becomes unavailable due to a contingency, the network can be reconfigured (using combinations of automated and manual operations) to supply all end-users without overloading any element of the network beyond emergency ratings (i.e., up to 20% overloads sustained by up to two hours in any 24h period).

The MG under consideration was designed considering the installation of PV panels (20% efficiency) and BES (90% round-trip efficiency) as a means to supply internal energy demand at the lowest cost. As discussed in [19], the battery maximum import/export power (kW) is constrained to 60% of the battery capacity (kWh). The study is run in a deterministic way, i.e., there is one scenario (Ns equals one, in each model run).

The internal energy profile of the MG is produced with diversified house profiles as described in [20]. The houses are heated by gas boilers and hence there is no heat related electricity consumption. Gas consumption is not considered in this work. An iterative algorithm is used to size both the PV and BES capacities. More specifically, PV and BES capacity is gradually increased while the associated Net Present Cost (NPC) is reduced. The NPC is calculated assuming a planning horizon of 15 years and a 5% discount rate, as well as investment costs of £953/kW and £338/kW for PV and BES capacity, respectively [21]. The annual operational costs are produced with the proposed optimisation model presented in Section IIB, by running the model on seven representative days as in [12] (i.e., 15 peak days and weekdays and weekends for the winter, summer and shoulder seasons). The costs are calculated as a product of the electricity profiles and the wholesale-level prices, as discussed below. Based on this procedure, BES size is set at 78.58kWh/47.15kW and PV installation size at 30kW.

A. Tests

In this study, seven tests are considered based on different combinations of price signals, specifically Retail Energy (RE), Dynamic Energy (DE), reliability (Rel) and reserve (Res) prices (see Table I). In addition, a base test which only considers RE prices is used as a baseline for comparison. The export RE price is set at £0.152/kW, and the export at £0.048/kW, to reflect typical UK values. DE prices are set by utilising energy prices from the UK wholesale energy markets, variable use-of-system fees and tax elements. More detail on how these prices are constructed is given in [12]. For the Res prices and relevant windows are again set according to typical values for the UK short-term operating reserve product (£0.0045/kW/h, window definition varying by season [22]).

The dynamic and non-linear Rel service prices are defined based on the proposed model presented in Section IIA. More specifically, sequential Monte Carlo simulations considering over 17000 scenarios for contingencies throughout the year were used to simulate the reliability benefits attributed to the MG. For this purpose, a typical failure rate of 0.05/km was assumed, and the alternatives to close the NOP and place mobile generators as a means to restore supply to end-users (after contingencies occur) are assumed to take 1h and 5h in average, respectively. As considered in existing UK regulations, CI costs are set at £15.44 per interruption and CML costs are set at £0.36 per minute lost [17].

Utilised DE, Res and Rel prices for a typical summer weekday and a “peak” day (covering the 15 coldest days, on
Table 1: Test descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price signals</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Price signals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RE</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>DE + Res</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>DE + Rel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RE + Res</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>RE + Res + Rel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RE + Rel</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>DE + Res + Rel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Summer weekday prices (left) and "Peak" day prices (right).

which transmission use-of-system fees are likely to be calculated[12] are shown in Figure 9.

IV. RESULTS

Focusing first on the impact of the reliability and other price signals the MG behaviour in selected cases is presented. Subsequently the revenue impacts of the tests are presented.

A. MG behaviour

Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the MG, for the summer weekday, given exposure to RE and Rel price signals. Given the large differential between import and export RE signals, the primary driver for the MG in this test is to maximise self-supply. Indeed this motivation dominates the reliability service price signal. Nonetheless the reliability service capacity can be seen to rise when the net consumption of the MG (electricity load minus solar generation) is lower and as the BES State of Charge (SOC) increases, in line with (16) and (12). On the peak day, net consumption is greater due to increased electricity load and much reduced solar generation. Hence there is no motivation to use the BES to avoid export and the BES is kept full to maximize reliability service availability. However, this is still lower than in the summer weekday due to the greater net consumption.

Figure 6 shows the MG behaviour considering the DE, Res and Rel price signals, for the summer weekday. In this test the combination of reliability service and reserve price signals motivate the BES to be kept at near 100% SOC most of the day. In the afternoon there is some variation in the SOC as some demand is shifted from a higher price period at 1230 to a lower price one at 1530. As opposed to Test 4 some export is scheduled. The cost of this is outweighed by the revenue from reserve and reliability services. During the peak day the BES SOC is generally maintained at a lower level to allow the BES to discharge to avoid electricity import during the afternoon high price period (recall that the BES SOC at the start of the day must match the BES SOC at the end of the day (7)).

The results above from Test 8 hint at an interesting property, i.e., the alignment of reserve and reliability service signals. This is demonstrated in Figure 8 which shows the MG export capacity in selected tests. As shown, the reserve price signals (present in Test 5) motivate the MG to have almost as much export capacity as the case which includes also the reliability
service price signals (Test 8), whilst DE signals alone (Test 2) motivate much less export capacity.

B. MG revenue

Figure 10 shows the change in cash flow for Tests 2-8 compared to Test 1. The synergies between the considered services are demonstrated by the fact that, for Test 8 the total cash flow is approximately the same as the sum of the revenue in Tests 2-4.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a new techno-economic framework to model the potential of MG to provide different services, particularly novel distribution network reliability support. The framework has been demonstrated on case studies based on pragmatic energy information and a real UK network.

The results, which explore the optimal operation of the MG when faced with different combinations of price signals, highlight two key points for MG with BES/PV resources. Firstly, MG behaviour is not affected significantly by the introduction of reliability-based price signals. Secondly, the low impact that dynamic price signals have on MG behaviour is mainly due to the strong synergies between the considered services. In other words, due to the nature of the reliability service, MG naturally operate in a manner that allows them to provide distribution network reliability support and, thus, no significant changes in their operation is required to further maximise benefits from the provision of reliability services.
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